August 2022

WHERE’S THE FIRE (CORPS)?
Fire Corps Members Making a Difference
John and George performed our battery replacements. They were efficient, personable,
and very accommodating. Dennis was exceptional. Dennis is the most efficient person
we have ever had do this service. This service is the best. I am grateful for the services of
GV Fire and GV Fire Corps. John and George were prompt, courteous, and very
efficient. Steve and Tim were gentlemen Their service was outstanding and were very
informative. They were true to their word. They called me a short time before arriving,
replaced the batteries after warning me that they would test each one -- giving me time to
take my little dog outside as he is afraid of the sound. I liked the convenience of being
able to pay with my credit card. What a very special service for our community. Carol,
Brian, and Karen were very efficient, friendly, and competent. I was extremely satisfied
and enjoyed the time they were here. Awesome experience. I learned a lot. Great job
replacing all six fire alarms. Tom and Bob were professional, courteous, and very
helpful. I really appreciated their knowledgeable smoke alarm replacements. excellent
advice. George and Kathleen were wonderful! Bonnie and Tom were very professional
and helpful. Kevin, just a note to say Thank
You! Townhouses IV residents really appreciate
the work your volunteers perform. Dave Vleck
and Karen Rowell were professional, kind,
thoughtful, and expeditious. Lovely people who
did an excellent job. They were professional,
friendly, efficient, and knowledgeable. Bonnie
and Clem have done this before and we're glad
that we don't have to change smoke alarms or
batteries anymore. Bonnie and Clem provide
quality service. This is one of the reasons, I
recommend Green Valley to my older relatives.
I appreciate not having to climb a ladder to
change the batteries in my smoke alarms. Dave
and Kathleen were very professional and did a
great job replacing my batteries in smoke
alarms. Dennis was very courteous,
knowledgeable, and professional.
Tim Meza at the Peaks during a recent event

Save the Date:
Monday, August 15, 2022

Fire Corps Open House GVFD HQ 0900 – Noon

Friday, October 14, 2022

GVFD Community Pancake Breakfast

Congratulations Assistant Fire Chief Kosiorowski

Chief Kosiorowski being pinned by daughters McKenzie, Kailey, and his wife Kristi

Congratulations!

August Birthdays

Carol Sonnenberg

Ken Mork

Peggy Cederstrom

Gary Baillargeon

Dan Hryciw

